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Moya O’Leary is thirteen when the Coronavirus Pandemic reaches Ireland. 

Her class is sent home, to take lessons on line, and her family has to adapt 

to the quarantine situation.  

Moya is blessed with a lively young Connemara pony which she was hoping 

to enter in jumping competitions. That seems less likely as the country enters 

strict lockdown. Her mum and dad are more concerned about her little 



brother Michael, who is on the autism spectrum. If Moya can find a way to 

keep training, she will be ready to ride when competitions start again. But 

the rising tensions produce challenges, and life may never go back to normal.  

This informative, positive thinking story for young people mixes fact with 

fiction, horse and donkey lore and a recipe.  

Illustrated with photos by the author. 

Another atmospheric story of young adults and challenges from the Amazon 

No.1 Bestselling author of SHOW JUMPING TEAM and RODEO FINN

 

Now available from Amazon – Kindle and paperback. 

A Pony For Quarantine proved an immediate hit, and feedback from the YA 

and adult readers internationally has been highly positive.  

 

Review of Show Jumping Team: 

"I liked the fact there were people of all ages in this book, and the teens were 
from different walks of life but worked well together as teams.... 
I highly recommend this book." 
 

- Carolyn Wilhelm, author of Climate Change Captives 2035, 
educational publisher at The Wise Owl Factory. 

 

Clare O’Beara is a former national 

standard showjumper on Thoroughbred 

horses. She is the independently 

publishing author of seventeen books, 

including three Young Adult books 

involving horses and ponies. 

Clare is also a tree surgeon, who has 

served on the Royal Dublin Society’s 

Forestry and the Environment 

Committee.  

http://www.clareobeara.ie 
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